Five Easy Optons For Private Money Lenders &
Brokers To Deal With TRID
Don’t worry; even if you are not prepared for TRID* and even if your business focuses on property types
other than homes, you likely stll have at least one of four easy optons (below) available to deal with your
TRID requirements.
Most important, it’s no longer a mater of property type. On October 3, 2015 it becomes the purpose of
the loan that determines whether you must comply with TRID requirements. Even a loan on vacant land
can compel you to provide the TRID disclosures if the loan proceeds are for a consumer use.
You might want to consider some of the optons, below, in order to deal with your TRID exposure.
1. You can always just decide not to do consumer purpose loans but that may cause you to be leaving
commissions on the table each year. In additon, if you make a business purpose lending decision with
a borrower and that business purpose is not well documented, you have a greater chance of having an
unhappy result similar to what we’ve experienced; two of our last four lawsuits were borrowers
reversing themselves and later claiming that the loan was really for a consumer purpose. If there is any
chance that the loan might later be argued that it was really a consumer purpose loan, of course, you’d
want to beef up your business purpose evidence; however, it might be less risky and likely more
proftable to also examine one of the other optons below.
2. Any lender that makes fve or fewer “Consumer Purpose” loans a year is exempt from TRID
disclosures in most instances.
a. When you are the lender and you are not otherwise a “REG Z Lender”, you are likely
exempt from TRID disclosure requirements if you make fve or fewer consumer purpose
loans per year; this year or last year. However, if you’ve made even one HOEPA loan in a
12 month period, then you are automatcally a REG Z lender and have lost this exempton
for the 12 month period. From a practcal perspectve, if you are not making owner
occupied consumer loans on 1-4 unit residences you would not have made a HOEPA loan.
b. You’d want to make sure that your lenders on the loan meet the same requirements as you
must in a., above, where you would have been the original lender. A word of cauton:
don’t assume just because your lenders have not made fve or fewer consumer loans
through your company and have not made any HOEPA loans through your company that
they have not made consumer loans with another company during this period. Get
afdavits from them if relying on this exempton.
c. Substantally expanding use of this exempton is accomplished by tracking the number of

exempt loans made by each of your investors and making sure you never use an investor
on a loan that is no longer “exempt.” Think of the opportunity to increase the number of
exempt loans that you can arrange (as opposed to make) by using the exemptons of many
diferent investors who originate your consumer purpose loans.
d. When relying on these exemptons, it’s critcal to get your atorney’s guidance.
3. Assuming you plan on producing your own TRID forms (t he new Loan Estmate or L.E.), don’t risk
completng them by hand; the error rate is too high and the penaltes are too great to take that risk.
Instead, check with your sofware provider to see if they have your back or search for available
sofware that will properly complete your TRID documentaton.
4. Alternately, a number of companies will properly complete your TRID forms for a small fee; if you
make only a few consumer purpose loans a year, this may be an additonal opton for you but satsfy
yourself that the company you select knows how to do it right. Such companies should be discoverable
on the Internet.
5. Last, we believe at least one of these optons will keep you in the game with consumer purpose loans,
just talk with your atorney and review the CFPB web site to be sure you’re doing it correctly; however,
if you’re not comfortable with any of these optons you can always call us at Woodland Hills Mortgage.
We are a lender that can fund your consumer purpose loans, regardless of property type, up to
$2,000,000 and can usually pay you a commission on the transacton. Call Larry Falk, Michelle
Rodriquez or me, Richard Temme with any questons about funding your loan.
It’s my hope this leter becomes an idea source for you and your atorney when weighing your TRID
optons.
Regards,
Rich Temme
P.S.: Remember, it’s illegal to use a TRID disclosure for applicatons taken prior to October 3, 2015 and
afer that date, when the loan is for a consumer purpose, it’s no longer acceptable to use a “Good Faith
Estmate.”
*TRID: TILA/RESPA Integrated Disclosures – the combining of the inital TILA disclosure that has the 4
Federal boxes and the Good Faith Estmate, and the combining of the fnal TILA disclosure and the HUD1
setlement statement.

